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Now That’s Simple Pure Pleasure
9 clues are of a kind and lack definition (and there is an allusive appearance in
a 10th).
1
2
Across
1 Surfers Paradise?
(9)
9
6 Former university
with pressure for
growth (5)
11
9 Crash after pound
limited (5,2)
14
10 Smart TV that
remains cold in
hot weather (7)
18
19
11 Bottom of French
intruder breaks
projector (6)
23
12 Ability of a piano
teacher inspires
beginners to play
26
duet (8)
14 In awe, nanny
returned again (4)
28
15 She could use a
clue (10)
18 The writing's on
the wall for him
29 European member
(10)
is the leading
activist perversely
20 He's missing the
to have feelings
last one in
for (9)
Palestine (4)
23 Cold-weather gear
last two characters Down
1 Teacher
are lacking
introduces
protects people
enigmatic rock for
initially - it's for
him (8)
six-footer (9)
24 Most of crab left
2 He makes
to wash out (6)
primarily blue
video games
26 This is before
lacking some
second monk's
dissolute models
report (5,2)
(3,4)
27 Indulge in love
3 He might
reattained (7)
rearrange larder
28 The Spanish fish
(6)
for him (5)
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4 Guy missing first
relation (4)
5 Key to send up
character before
exercise - it's
exhausting! (6,4)
6 He's productive
fellow
disappearing for a
kiss (8)
7 Party's jobs (7)
8 Cobbler welcomes
11 fairy (5)
13 Baffling crimes
fool gay (10)
16 Point to French
woman's ornament
(9)

17 One who can
mislead bluff
panellist (8)
19 Composing bad
tidings shortly
after beginning of
exclusion (7)
21 He broadcasts
magic (7)
22 Previous
organisation that
preserves secret
(6)
23 He composed
brief meal (5)
25 Sad opus for him
(4)

